Testimonial
“Before we bought our house, the inspector gave us the whole run-down regarding the siding
being recalled years ago, how it was wicking water up into it and the longer we waited… When
we finally decided to pull the trigger on getting the siding replaced, we contacted Victor to come
over and give us an idea of what we could do based on the ideas we had been thinking. In the
beginning, we had a lot of contact & communication during the planning phase; whether it was
regarding cost, design, materials, build time, labor, etc., Victor was always open, realistic and
straight forward with his communication of where we stood with the project, with all of the
questions that needed answering & daily decisions that had to be made, and he went out of his
way to always provide options that were within our budget and design wishes.”
“During the construction phase, the level of communication and professionalism didn’t change.
The crew was always on time, or it was communicated otherwise why they wouldn’t be working
that morning (waiting on material, permits, etc.) They were respectful to our family, our
neighbors, our pets, our neighborhood; all while we were living in the house during a re-model.
As with most projects, curve-balls get thrown, and in the end it was no different with ours. Victor
was always upfront about options & made sure to keep us in the loop every step of the way;
especially like when we found out their was no sheeting on our house during the demolition.
We quickly adjusted the plan, talked about how to manage the cost, the obvious benefits of
sheeting for a warmer house & made the decision. No wonder the house used to be so cold!”
“We liked our house before the re-model, and love our house even more now! The baby blue
exterior has been replaced by a more modern look, custom to the ideas we had about dark
grey, wood & steel. In addition to looking much better, the house is substantially warmer with
sheeting, insulation and updated siding. We have an amazing new front porch that has become
an added ‘room’ in the house that we have been using year-round and look forward to many
more years of good use. The back deck has been expanded & updated; it has been great for
party’s & gatherings, dinners, kid time, happy hour, dog naps, star watching, you name it. In the
end, this was our first big house project like this and we are very happy with the outcome. Our
many thanks to Victor & the Motif Construction crew!”
Dan & Erin Good
Home-Owners

